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Gravity remains as one of the most mysterious phenomena in modern physics, although discovery of 

Newton’s gravitational law together with classical mechanics is the beginning of all the modern natural 

science. In this session, topics of recent research focusing on gravitational phenomena in astrophysical 

and microscopic scale will be introduced.  

Even today, only little is known about gravity. The reason why experimental investigation and theoretical 

understanding are difficult is that, gravity is too weak, comparing to other known forces. There are three 

other fundamental forces (also called as “interactions”) in physics, known as electro-magnetic force, 

strong force and weak force. Strong force and weak force play roles only in nuclear scale. Electricity 

and magnetism are now understood as different aspects of a same interaction caused by electric 

charges. Similarly, particle physicists are trying to unify these different forces in a single unified theory 

known as grand-unified theory, super-symmetric theory and super-string theory, although their 

experimental evidences have not yet been observed. In this attempt, the weakness of gravity 

comparing to other three forces prevents the theoretical unification. Such microscopic picture of 

gravitational theory, known as “quantum gravity”, will be discussed. Although the other three forces are 

theoretically well understood in quantum mechanics, theoretical treatment of gravity in quantum physics 

is not successfully achieved yet. Also, experimental gravity research motivating to search existence of 

“extra-dimensions” outside of our three dimensional world will be discussed. In this experimental 

research, deviation from Newton’s gravitational law at below millimeter scale is going to be investigated. 

On the other hand, in astrophysical scale, large scale experimental projects are trying to detect 

“gravitational wave”, which is predicted by Einstein’s general relativity theory. Gravitational wave is 

gravitational radiation from moving stars, propagating space, similar to electromagnetic wave. Not only 

by a large gravitational wave telescope on the ground, space-based observation is going to be 

performed. Introduction of such big-science projects with their detection technologies will be also 

discussed. 

  


